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Innovate UK

innovation agency and at 
the heart of delivering UK 
R&D expenditure to 
businesses 

We invest in new ideas 
and technologies and 
connect businesses to 
the right people to drive 
economic growth and 
social benefits



8,500
unique
organisations
involved

Up to

£6-7
for every 
£1 
invested

11,000
projects

Up to

£18bn
in added value
to the economy

Industry match 
funding taking
the total value of
projects above

£4.3bn

70,000
jobs created in total

9 jobs
for each 
organisation 
involved

£2.5bn
since 2007

Investment of



UK Transport 
Vision 2050

Recent publication on the future of 
transport:

Where we think transport will be in 2050
The steps along the way predictions by 
decade

Illustrates how transport will change, 
resultant opportunities and risks for UK.

Extensively researched with value 
added by a wide range of experts from 
Innovate UK, industry and government.

Shows importance of BEV for HDVs..



Zero Emission Road Freight

£20m Zero Emission Road Freight Program:
On road trials for the technology that could be the future of 44t HGVs
Encouraging uptake of zero tailpipe emission vehicles that are available now and can 
decarbonise HDVs immediately

Battery Electric Trucks (16-29t):
Limited understanding around strengths, 
weaknesses, and deployment options

Impact of duty cycle is unknown 
Infrastructure costs are opaque
Compounded across 10,000s of orgs



Specification of Battery Electric Trucks 

DAF LF Electric 19t:

Range 150+ miles (280km)

Power: 370kW peak, 250kW nominal 

280 kWh (gross) LFP battery

charge at 22kW AC or rapid at 150kW DC

Zero tailpipe emission power take off (ePTO)

Body & payload allowance of 11.7t



The Challenge

-risk, aid and 

Learning and data from long-term field testing
A deployment which satisfies UK public sector logistics requirements
Replacing diesel HGVs at scale

Two solutions procured using SBRI:
Leyland Trucks Ltd: Battery Electric Truck Trial [BETT]
Magnetic Systems Technology Limited: Magtec Led Interactive Tool for Intelligent Assessment 
for Electric Commercial Vehicle Fleet Transition

Innovation in Action               Day 2 AM Hall A  



Battery Electric Truck Trial
Pairing 20x 19t DAF LF electric trucks with NHS 
Supply Chain (England) and various Local 
Authorities across the UK
20x trucks, multiple duty cycles including 7 day 
multi shift ~80,000km annually:

Multi drop urban and regional 
Runs covering 5 hospitals and general council 
Some bodies refrigerated (powered from traction 
battery)

Operators will install required charging 
infrastructure, rapid chargers as required
Cenex data logging on all vehicles
Learning will form an interactive website to 
support uptake covering TCO, training, R&M, 
vehicle selection, vehicle performance, etc..



Magtec Led Interactive Tool for 
Intelligent Assessment for Electric 
Commercial Vehicle Fleet Transition

Pairing 10x Magtec powered Iveco Eurocargo 18t 
trucks with NHS Shared Services (Wales) 

Charging capability delivered by UKPN

Working with Dynamon to develop comprehensive 
Total Cost of Ownership modelling

Will be able to model battery electric truck 
requirements/specification and operating costs based on 
data from ICE vehicles
Will be able to model charging requirements 
Will verify and improve modelling during EV deployment
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